Wheatshocker Net
Thanks to Don W0DEW who kindly provided this information.

Introduction
The Wheatshocker Net is an informal net that is very easy for anyone to run and is fun to do.
There are no real formalities involved with the only exception being that of checking for
emergency or priority traffic before it begins.
Anyone checking in with emergency or priority traffic will always be recognized immediately
and asked for their traffic.
There are no real records to keep except for your own personal use for running the net.
The whole idea is for a lot of people to get on the air at the same time and give comments, ask
questions, provide information or just make contact with another station that they may have been
wanting to get hold of.
It's kind of like a big round table discussion. The problem that occurs when there are multiple
people on the air at the same time is that when a person finishes a transmission that individual
may not now whose turn it is next or doesn't even know who all the stations are that are in there.
When this happens some stations get inadvertently left out of the conversation or are just plain
forgotten.
Enter the Net Control
The net control keeps things orderly. The net control will keep track of all the stations that check
in and the order in which they check in making sure they all get their turn. This way the stations
that check in don't have to know who gets it next or even who else is on the air. All they have to
do is make their comments and turn it back to net control. Net control will then turn it to over to
the next station.
If a station has a question for a previous check in or is looking for a particular station, net control
will call on that station to make certain they are still there and then allow the two stations to
make contact. If the contact is going to be an extended contact with multiple exchanges, net
control may ask the stations to move to another frequency so that the net can continue. Normally
if this is the case the station checking in will request to take a station off the net to another
frequency.
As net control you decide how you want to run the net. Since it is informal there are no right or
wrong ways to do it. When you ask for check-ins you can ask for 3 at a time or just let them
check in. You must write the calls down as you hear them. If you are getting behind because they

are coming too fast you just stop them where they are and ask for repeats. If you copy only part
of a call, ask for a repeat of the station indicating the part of the call you did get. Anytime you
stop the check-ins always recognize all the stations you have heard so far. This way if you have
missed anyone they will not hear their call and they will try again. You can always ask, "Have I
missed anyone". You can take a limited number of check-ins and then go down the list for
comments or you can just take a long list of check-ins and then go down the list for comments,
its up to you. If a station checks in as a mobile I like to turn it over to them right away because
they may wind up at their destination before you get around to them. If a station checks in and
indicates he has information or traffic for the net it is best to give priority to that station instead
of just going down the list until you get to him.
When you reach the end of the list you can ask for additional check-ins. When you run out of
check-ins and all stations have made their comments you can close the net. You decide when the
net is over. If you wish to end it after 30 minutes that's up to you. You just stop taking check-ins.
The following is a suggested preamble to use at the start of the net, during the net and at the end
of the net. It is not necessary do this word for word. Feel free to use your own words as long as
you get the basic information.
Thank you for your interest in being a net control for the Wheatshocker Net. Have fun and feel
free to pick up the net and go with it if no one else does.

